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                       PREFACE

    It has been almost twenty years since the National Language

Research Institute (Kokuritu Kokugo KenkyUzyo) was established.

The Instisute has published a general survey and an annual report

every year, and other reports, source materials, and other publications

from time to time. Here in this brochure, we would like to intro-

duce, especially for readers abroad, the contents of our reports and

our other publications, listing them individually and classifying them

into several groups. Inthis way we hope to increase the under-

standing and appreciation of our work. '
   Some of these publications were issued by the Printing Bureau

of the Finance Ministry, but most of them were published by

private publishers. Some are diMcult to obtain now. Most of

them, however, can easily be obtained through trading firms dealing

with books.

April, I966. IwABuTI Etutar6
                                          Director of the
                       National Language Research Institute
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          OUTLINE OF THE INSTITU'rE

Function:

   The function of this lnstitute is to make scientific surveys of

the Japanese language and the linguistic life of the people in

order to establish reliable bases for the rationalization of the

Japanese language.

Reason for Establishment:

   The language and writing system of our nation has been a pro- ,

blem for many years. First, in the early years ofthe Meizi Period,

the Japanese people were faced with the problem of setting up a

system of compulsory education and of rapidly promoting moderni-

zation. After the Second World War, they considered it necessary

to reexamine the language probiem in order to elevate the level of

living and to raise eMciency in all directions. As part of putting

those language policies into effect, it was necessary to establish an

organization to make basic surveys. Therefbre, this National

Language Research Institute was established under the jurisdiction

of the Ministry of Education in December, 1948.

Subjects of Research:

    (1) Surveys are made of the spoken language as it is used on

 broadcasts, in lectures and in conversation, and the written lan-

 guage as it appears in newspapers and in magazines. Surveys are

 made of phonology, vocabulary, grammar and orthography. This

 work aims to find the basic vocabulary and basic sentence patterns,

 to standerdize the orthography, to make clear the characteristics of

 the linguistic life of the people, and to establish the fundamentals

 upon which all schemes for improving the language must depend.

    (2) Surveys are made of the dialects and the linguistic life in

 various districts in order to make clear the factors of linguistic

 change, to establish the sources for the establishment of the standard

 language, and to find an effective way to make language policy

                          -1 --



   (3) In order to find a proper way of elevating the Iinguistic

ability of children and pupils by giving them desirable linguistic

habits, surveys are made to make clear the course of language

development and to find proper methods of language teaching.

   (4) By determining the stream of Ianguage history as a way

of defining the future goal of language policy, we make historical

studies of the Japanese language as it has been used the over one

thousand years since literature was first written.

   (5) Collecting widely source information on the Japanese lan-

guage and the study ofthe Japanese language, we arrange them and

help the research of the Institute and that of the other scholars by

supplying them with these sources.

`

.

Organization:

   The personal totals 75; this number includes 35

   The Institute consists of four research divisions

and a general affairs division. The sections, their

their current topics of research are as fo11ows:

specialists.

(ten sections)

members and

The
                       Director: IwABuTi Etutar6
 FirstResearchDivision Chief:6isiHatutar6

The Spoken Language Section (intonation and syntax)

   MiyAzi Yutaka (chief), SuzuKI Sigeyuki

The Written Language Section (semantic study)

   NIslo Toraya (chief), MIyAziMA Tatuo

The Local Dialect Section (the Linguistic Atlas of Japan)

   UEMuRA Yukio (chief), NoMoTo Kikuo,

   ToKuGAwA Munemasa, KATb Masanobu, TAKATA Ma,koto.

t

The SecondResearchDivision Chief:KosiMizuMinoru
The Language Education Section (language teaching and lan-

 guage development)

   AsizAwA Setu (chief), NEMoTo Kesao; MuRAisi Sy6z6,

   AMANo Kiyosi.
The Language Effect Section (expression and communication)
   TAKAHAsi rl]ar6 (chief), 6KuBo Ai.

'

The Third Research Division Chief: YAMADA Iwao
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   The Modern Language Section (the language of the Meizi Period)

       KENBb Hidetosi (chief), HiDA Yosibumi.

   The Ancient Language Section (unopened)

TheFourthReseachDivision Chief:HAyAsi6k'i
   TheFirstSection(anewcomputationallinguistics) .

       HAyAsl Sir6 (chief), IslwATA Tosio, TANAKA Akio,

       MATuMoTo Akira
   The Second Section (a socio-linguistical study of provincial

     communities)

       IIToyo Kiiti (chief), WATANABE Tomosuke

   The Third Section (the writing system and Chinese characters)

       SAiGA Hideo (chief), TuTIyA Sin'iti

   The Computer Section (managing the computer)

       HAyAsl Sir6 (chief), SAiTO Hidenori, KIMuRA Sigeru

TheGeneralAflfairsDivision Chief:MiyAzAwATakesi
   GeneralAffairsSection Chief:KAsiMAIwao
   Accounts Section Chief: DEusi Seizir6

Advisory Council:

   The Council is composed of twenty members, famous scholars

both in literature and science, educators, writers, poets and journal-

ists. They advise the Director in matters ofimportance concerning

the Institute.

Chairman:

   HisAMATuSen'iti MemberoftheJapanAcademy;Pro-
                         fessor Emeritus of the University of

                         Tokyo.
Vice-chairman:

   ARiMiTuZir6 PresidentofMusashinoArtUniversity.
Members:
   ABE Yosio Professor of Jissen Women University.
   HosoDAKikuo DirectorofSeisokuHighSchool.
   IsiiRy6suke ProfessoroftheUniversityofTokyo.
   IToTyUbei ChairmanofToyoPulp.
   KATuRAZyuiti MemberoftheJapanAcademy;Pro-
 , fessorofChuoUniversity. .
                         -- 3 --



Kozu Harusige

MAEDA Yosinori

Mu'ro Toshinosuke

NAGAI Kenz6

NAKAMuRA Mituo
NAKAzlMA Humio
Nisio Minoru
NisiwAKI Zyunzabur6

SAEKI Umetomo
SASAKI Hatir6

SAwADA Keisuke
YAMAMoTo "irTUz6

YoKoTA Minoru

Professor of the University of Tokyo.

President of the ;Japan Broadcasting

  Corporation.

I'rofessor of Nihon University.

Professor Emeritus of Tohoku Uni-

  verslty.

Professor of Meiji Uuiversity.

Professor of Tsuda College.

Professor Emeritus of Hosei University.

Member of the Art Academy; Professor

  Emeritus of Keio University.

Professor of Daito Bunka University.

Professor of Waseda University.

Professor of the University of Tokyo.

Member of the Art Academy.
Director and chief of the secretariat of

  the Japan Newspaper Association.

Buildings and Expenditures:

Office

   Location lnatuke-nisiyama-ty6, Kita-ku, T6ky6
   Area of Site IO,030.11 sq. meters
   Buildings

       Main buildinsr (i'ein{'oi'ced concretc, two-story)

                                     1,705.78 sq. meters
       Library (reinforced concretc, single-story, three levels of

         stacks) 211.57 sq. mcters
       Computer building 144.88 sq. mcters
Annual Expenditure

    Budgctforthefiscalyearl966 123,178,OOOYen
       Personal expenses 67,303,OOO Yen
       Operating expenses 55,875,OOO Yen

Equipment:

    The Institute has a library of about 30,OOO volumes. The Iibrary

includes the following three important collections:

       6taCollection 1343volumes

                          -` 4-
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       T6zy6Collection 611volumes
       HosinaCollection 130volumes
The first one was collected by rvlr. 6TA Eitar6, and the second,

by Mr. TOzyO Misao; both concern the dialects of Japan. The third

is the collection of the late Mr. HosiNA K6iti; it concerns the

language problems of East European nations before the First

World War.
   A Iaboratory and a recording room contain such equipment as

a sonagraph, a sona-stretcher and a pitch recorder for phonetical

analysis, and an ophthalmograph, an audio-meter, a polygraph, a

program-analyser, etc.

   An electronic data processing machine was installed in January,

1966. It is an HITAC 3010 machine, made in Japan. We expect

to use it to deal with large scale word counts and other investigations.

It is linked with tele-printer which has 2,400 characters, including

hana (Hiragana and Katakana), alphabet (capital and small), and

2,110 Chinese characters.

.

.
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        THE LINGUISTIC LIFE OF DIALECT

                     COMMUNITIES

    Several communities were chosen in Japan in order to determine

the real characteristics of the spoken Iangua.ffe and thc des.rec of

mutual influence between dialect and the standard langua.cre. Using

sociological, psychological and statistical methods hitherto not used

by linguists, we made field surveys of the following localities: the

island of Hatizy6 (1949), the city of Sirakawa (l949), the city of

Turuoka (l950), and the city of Iida (l951). The result of the last

survey have not yet been published.

A Linguistic Survey of the lsland of HatizyO

(Report 1, 1950. 419 pages)

   The island of Hatizy6 (290kms. due south of T6ky6; 72km2;

12,OOO inhab.) was chosen for the following reasons:

    1. The island is a self-contained world with a simple social

structure.

   2. Itsdialecthasstrikingdifferencesfromthestandardlanguage,

and its gcnetic relationship to othcr Japanese dialects has yet to be

determincd.

   3. Its dialect has been represented in written documents dating

from the Edo Period (l615t"-1863), thus allowing for an historical

analysis.

   We wcre confronted with the following problems:

   a) What are the factors which determine thc use ofthe standard

language by the island people?

   b) What is the history of the dialects and their kinship with

otherdialects? ･
   c) How do the dialects of the five villages of the island differ

among themselves?

   d) What are the characteristics ofthe dialects of the neighboring

islands?

                          -'6 - .tp "
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   The survey team consisted of the following members:

NAKAMuRA Mitio, SIBATA Takesi, IIToyo Kiiti, KITAMuRA
Hazime, IsiKAwA Sakiko, SiMAzAKi Minoru and YAMANouTi Ruri
of the Institute; OMATi Tokuz6 of the Institute of Folklore;

MARuyAMA Humiyuki of the Institute of Statistical Mathematics

and AoKi Tiyokiti, a student sent by Nagano Prefecture. The

team went to Hatizy6 in June, 1949, and interviewed 216 informants

(chosen by a sampling method).

   The results show that the factor of utmost importance in

determining thc degree to which the people speak the standard

Ianguage is the number of years they have spent off their island.

The diflFerences existing between the dialects of the five villages

were found to depend on the number of extra-linguistic factors

connecting each village with the others.

   Besides a detailed analysis of these problems, this report has

appendiccs on the following matters:

    1. The phonological characteristics of the dialect of Hatizy6

and of those of thc neighboring islands.

   2. Some morphological facts about the dialect and material on

the honorific forms.

   3. The 210 words of the dialect listed by 6TA Nanpo (1745-v

1823) in his "Iti"ra Itigen", and their use in present-day island

dialects.

   4. The culture and literature of Hatizy6, and a bibliography

of 47 studies of the island.

   5. A lexical list of 4,700 words culled from literary sources,

in the order of the hana syllabary.

                      .

A Language Survey in Sirakawa City and in Neighboring Villages

(Report 2, 1950. 419 pages)

   Sirakawa city, in Hukusima Prefecture, is 180kms. north-east

of T6ky6. It was surveyed by the following team: IwABuTi

Etutar6, SiBATA Takesi, KiTAMuRA Hazime, UNo Yosikata,
SIMAZAKI Minoru, YAMANOUTI Ruri, NAKAMuRA Mitio, HAyASI
AOki, ZybKO Kan'iti, MoRioKA Kenzi, NAGANo Masaru, IITOyO

                         -7-



 Kiiti and SAiGA Hideo of the Institute; HAyAsi Tikio, MARuyAMA

 Humiyuki, NismiRA Sigeyosi of the Instittute of Statistical

              AAMathematics; OTo Tokihiko, OMATi Tokuz6 of the Institute of

Folklore, and AoKi Tiyokiti, a student sent by Nagano Prefecture.

    Sirakawa, a former feudal city with a castle, had 32,OOO
inhabitants at the time of the survey. This small city is the economic

center of the neighborin.cr villages and belongs to the area of the

T6hoku dialect.

    During the present survey, the following twelve factors were

examined to determine the social factors at work in the use of the

standard language: 1. Sex; 2. Age; 3. 0ccupation; 4. Social class;

5. School education; 6. Residential secti)n; 7. Birthplace of parents;

8. Birthplace of informant; 9. Residential changes after the for-

mative age of Iinguistic learning; 10. Frequency of the use of

newspapers and radio; 11. Social attitude; 12. Consciousness of use

of dialect and standard language.

    We found that the factors 8 and 9 excrcise the greatest influence

towards a greater use of the standard Ianguage, followed by 1, 2,

5 and 7 as secondary factors. To gauge the frequency of the use

of the standard Ianguage, the survey team choose as a criterion the

most striking phonolog'ical differences between the standard language

and the T6hoku dialect.

   A new feature of the Sirakawa survey was the "24-hour survey"

in which all the utterances of an individual during one day were

recorded; as informants a farmer, a shopwoman and the owner of

a beauty shop were chosen. We found that all three touched

approximately 700 topics during the day; they used from 2,600 to

3,OOO sentences, or between 8,500 and 10,OOO bunsetu or pause groups.

The farmer used 2,324 different words, and the shopwoman, 2,138.

   Though not described in this volume, another survey was

carried out at that time in Sirakawa Among the children from

the Tokyo-Yokohama area evacuated to Sirakawa during the war,

some remained in the city; we examined the de.crree in which they

had assimilated the local dialect by the time of the survey, 5 or 6

ycars after the evacuation.

   We verified the hypothesis that the language patterns of the

articulation and tonation of an individual are definitely fixed in

                                   '                         -8-
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the ages from 5-6 to 13-I4; we called this the "formative age of

linguistic learning." (See H. KiTAMuRA, "How Do Migrations Change

Children's Language?" Gengo Seifeatu, No.80, May, 1958.)

A Language Survey in Turuoka City, Yamagata Prefecture

(Report 5, 1953. 309 pages)

   Turuoka City in Yama.cr.ata Prefecture (530kms. by train north

from T6ky6, on the coast of the Japan Sea) had 40,OOO inhabitants

at the time of the survey..Si'tuated on the Sy6nai Plain, it plays

the same role as Sirakawa City in relation to the neighboring
districts.

   The survey team was composed as follows: IwABuTi Etutar6,

NAKAMuRA Mitio, SiBATA Takesi, IiTOyO Kiiti, KITAMuRA
Hazime, SIMAZAKI Minoru, YAMANOUTI Ruri, KINDAITI Haruhiko,

AsAI Erin, MoRIoKA Kenzi and ZyOKO Kan'iti of the Institute;

HAyAsi Tikio, AoyAMA Hakuzir6 and NisiHiRA Sigeyosi of the
Institute of Statistical Mathematics.

   The survey was made on practically the same scale and by means

of the same method as the one for Sirakawa described in Report

2. This was done in order to ascertain whether the factors found

to be at work in the use of the standard language in Sirakawa

would have the same influence in another city.

   The results of the survey were very similar to those of the

Sirakawa survey. Here too, the "24-hour survey" was conducted

with a public oMcial, a handicraftman, and a shopman. We found,

however, that the three informants touched about 300Av400 topics,

using between 1,300 and 2,OOO sentences, and 3,OOO to 5,500 bunsetu,

or pause proups; these figures are all under the totals shown by

the Sirakawa survey.

    More than a third of the Turuoka report is devoted to a
description of the phonology, the tones, the grammar and the lexicon

of the Turuoka langua.cre, providin.cr a good description of that

-9-



 ASocio-Psychoiogical Survey of Japanese Polite Forms

(Report 11, 1957. 459 pages)

    The honorifics, or polite lan.cruage forms, are one of the

characteristics of the Japanese Ianguage. The period after the war

has seen many criticisms of the confusion reigning in this domain;

many have asked for their simplification. Four surveys were con-

ducted to answer the following questions: What are the facts about

the confusion in the use ofthe honorifics? How does one language

community reflect this situation? What are the causes of this con-

fusion or of the permissible variations fovnd in this domain?

   The survcys were:
  1. a survey at Ueno City, Mie Prefecture, east of 6saka, 1952.

  2. a survey at Okazaki City, Aiti Prefecture, southeast of

   Nagoya, I953.

  3. t"'o surveys covering all 46 prefectures of Japan, in I952 and

    1953. ･'
   The methods applied were first those of social surveys, then

those of public opinion polls, and finally, of those psychological

tests. The surveys were conducted from a great many angles at the

same timc in order to obtain information on a greater number of

factors than in the previous surveys of the use of the standard

language. The methods and results are described in detail in the

present volume. Here are a few excerpts for these results.

  1. People generally think about the honorifics as follows:

    a) a phrase with a negative expression is politer than a positive

     sentence; .''    b) the longer the expression, the more polite it is considered

    c) a dialectal expression is considered ruder than a standard

   . Ianguage one;
    d) an expression with kango (Chinese borrowings) is considered

      more polite;

    e) the speakers confess a distinct preference for the use of

  ･ politeexpressions.

  2. Facts about the use of honorifics established during the survey:

    a) a contrived situation presented by a surveyor does not

                           -10- ''stt/e,,lr.-
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    necessarily evoke the same response as a real-life situation;

  b) people advocating the use of honorifics do actually use them

    morethemselves; '
  c) speakers trying to act politely do actually put this preference

    into practice in their speech;

  d) when the speaker find himself in a psychologically weak

    position, his use of honorifics is apt to grow;

  e) one speaks to a stran.cr. er more politely than to an acquain-

    tance;

  f) the average speaker in Japan has the use of three grades

    of honorifics, but Western part ofthe country shows a greater

    strictness in their use;

  g) women speak more polite}y than men, but men adapt their

   honorifics more properly to changing situation;

  h) persons with rigid personalities are not very apt adapting

   their speech;

  i) there seems to be no uniformity in the use of honorifics in

   thelinguisticlifeofanyonespeaker. ･
3. Concrete conditions influencing the use of honorifics:

  a) the educational background has a great influence upon the

   knox･vledge of honorifics;

 1)) the opinion about honorifics differs greatly according to age;

 c) public opinion expects xvomen, young people and inferiors

   to use honorifics when speaking to men, to older people and

   to superiors respectively;

 d) peop}e think social class to be the strongest factor at work

   in the use of honorifics;

 e) people are tolerant in judging the use of honorifics by young

   people;

 f) people think that there should be no honorifics used with

   their ow･n relatives;

 g) people seem to have a psychological block preventingthem

  'from followin.cr the rule that honorifics should not be used

   about their superiors when speaking to a third party.

-t -u-



Descriptive studies of japanese Dialects

(Report 16, 1959. 368 pages)

   These are descriptive studies of l5 dialects by 15 linguists; they

.crive the phonology and the grammar, but there is no treatment of

the tone system. In the grammatical description, stress is laid on

the inflection of verbs and adjectives and on the use of xyosi

(particles).

   The Institute asked its 47 local correspondents to submit reports

on one dialect in their area; 12 of these reports were taken up in

this volume, with three other reports written by members of the

Institute (marked by asterisks below). The remaining 35 reports

have not yet been published.

            Locality Surveyor
   1.Esasi-mati,Hiyama-gun,Hokkaid6 IsiGAKiHukuo
   2. Higasine-mati, Kita-murayama-gun, Yamagata

                       ' SAiTO Gisitir6
   3.Takehara,Tateyama-si,Tiba 6iwAMasanaka
   4. Susugaya-mura, Aik6-gun, Kanagawa HiNo Sukezumi
   5. Hikoz6-Itiban-ty6, Kanazawa-si, Isikawa

                                       IwAI RyUsei
   6. Kitazato-mura, Nisi-kasu.crai-gun, Aiti NoMuRA Masayosi

   7.0da-mura,Siki-gun,Nara NisiMiyAKazutami
   8. Takaike-mati, Higasi-muro-gun, Wakayama

                                       MuRAuTI Eiiti

   9.Iho-mati,Takasago-si,Hy6go WADAMinoru
  10. Uwazima-si, Ehime SuGiyAMA Masayo
                       AA  11.Kawanobori-mura,Ono-gun,Oita IToiKan'iti
  l2. Hinokage-mati, Nisi-usuki-gun, Miyazaki

                                        NoMoTo Kikuo*
  13. Taki-mura,Satuma-gun,Kagosima KAMiMuRATakazi
  !4.Ei-mati,Ibusuki-gun,Kagosima SiBATATakesi*
  15. Nisinoomote,Nisinoomote-si,Kagosima UEMuRA Yukio*

    Here we may refer also to a short report on a survey (1948) of

 the linguistic differenccs betwecn up town and downtown in T6ky6;

 this report is inserted in the First Annual Report.

                          - 12 -
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The Process of the Uniformization of Standard Langllage Use

-A Survey of Three Generations in Hokkaid6-
 (Report 27, 1965. 301 pages)

               '
   Hokkaid6, the northern island of Japan, is the area with the

shortest history of development; except for the southwestern penin-

sula and some coastal districts, most of Hokkaid6 was settled by

Japanese immigrants after 1868. We can thus find some families

where the first immigrants arc now living with the second and the

third generations. The immigrants came originally from all the

provinces of Japan and brought their own dialects. The present

third generation, however, speaks a common Hokkaid6 language,

evolved on the island; their language thus no longer represents the

original dialects of the first immigrants. This Hokkaid6 dialect,

while very close to the standard language, shows some similarities

with that of the T6hoku district, the nearest part of the Main

Island across the straits.

   This report describes the characteristics of the new Hokkaid6

dialect, its birth, and the process of its growth, tracing the changes

in the language from the first to the third generations. The survey

lasted three years (1958 to 1960) and was made possible by a grant

from the Ministry of Education. The survey committee was under

the leadership of IwABuTi Etutar6. The surveyors were; SiBATA

Takesi, NoMoTo Kikuo, UEMuRA Yukio, and ToKuGAwA Munemasa
of the Institute worked with four dialectologists from Hokkaid6,

IGARAsi Sabur6, IsiGAKiHukuo, HAsEGAwA Kiyonobu and SATO
Makoto.

   Thesurveywascomposedofthefollowingportions: ･
  1. Case studies of nine families in four localities to determine

   the changes in three generations.

  2. A survey of 161 informants from the third generation in

   three large cities.

  3. A survey ofthe social background of approximately 10,OOO

   people in Hurano Tox･yn, a typical small town of the inland

   area, and a linguistic survey of 200 people of the second and

   third .crenerations there.

  4. A linguistic survey of 86 informants ofthe second and third

                         - 13 -



   generations in three localities formed by collective immigration.

  t'). A survey of third-generation speakers in 40 towns in Hok-

   kaid6 and six towns in the northern part of the T6hoku

   district.

  6. A test of the differences in phonetic recording between the

   team workers.
   AII these studies covered phonology, tones, grammar and

vocabulary; the materials are reproduced for the greater part in

the appendices.

   The results gave a fairly clear picture of the characteristics of

the Hokkaid6 dialect, its regional differences, and its relationship

to both the T6hoku dialect and the standard language. The language

of the third generation was found to have lost completely the

characteristics of the dialects of the first immigrants, except in some

isolated settlements formed by collective immigration. The tone

distinction between words also appears to be disappearing gradually

in the Hokkaid6 dialect.

    The text of thc report was mainly the work of NoMoTo Kikuo,

.

'

A Dictionary of the Ryukuan Language

(Source 5, 1963. 854 pages)

   This dictionary lists approximately 15,OOO words of the dialect

of Syuri, the old capital of Okinawa (now incorporated into Naha

City), This dialect is the leadin.cr mode of speech of the Ryukyu

Archipelago.

   The dictionary gives a phonolo.crical transcription, with tone

marks, of all the' words, and adds the traditional Ryukyuan trans-

cription in kana for "rords found in poems and plays written in the

Syuri dialect.

   The work has also the following appendices:

    a) Linguistic introduction, with an exposition of the features

     of the Syuri dialect, especially of the phonolo.cry and the

     morphology of verbs and adjectives.

    1)) A list of place-names of the Ryukyus, with maps.

    "rhis xvork is based on a manuscript submitted to thc Institute
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by SiMABuKuRo Seibin, a specialist in Ryukyuan literaturc N･vho

was born in Syuri. A further survey was carried out by the In-

stitute in cooperation with the writer and with HiKA Syunty6, a

wellknown historian from Syuri. The appendices were added and

the work was completely revised, however, by UEMuRA Yukio of
the Institute.

Linguistic Atlas of Japan vol. 1

(Report 30, 1966. 50 maps, separate volumes 170 pages)

    The study of dialectal maps has a long history in Japan. A

Language Research Commission established by the Ministry of

Education published two works at the beginning of the century, a

Phonetic Dialect Atlas (29 maps) in 1905 and a Grammatical Dialect

Atlas (37 maps) in 1906. Although based on materials gathered by

the correspondence method, these polychromatic maps have not Iost

their scientific value. Further work on a linguistic atlas was,

however, interrupted by the Kant6 earthquake of 1923, ":hen all

the materials were destroyed.

    A new survey aimed at establishing a Linguistic Atlas of Japan

was started in 1955. The proposed aims were to determine the
process of linguistic changes by the study of the dialectal distribu-

tion and to provide a tool to push the historical study of the

language along new iines.

   After a two-year preparatory survey, the main survey was

started in 1957 in the following way: one linguist NNras chosen for

each of the 46 prefectures of Japan (in two cases, though, more

were used), and these team workers used a detailed questionnaire

provided by the Institute to secure uniformity in the survey. A

total of 285 questions were asked, mainly pertaining to the lexical

field (nouns, verbs and adjectives), but with a few phonological

and grammatical items. The number of localities was 2,400, or

approximately one for every 150 square kilometers or one for 40,OOO

inhabitants. A male subject born before 1903 and native of the

localitywaschosenastheinformant.. '' '
   During the survey, the general direction was assured by the
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Dialect Scction of the Institute, composed ofthc following membcJ's:

SIBATA Takesi, NoMoTo Kikuo, UEMuRA Yukio, ToKuGAwA Mune,-

masa and KATO Masanobu. The work was done in cooperation
with the above-mentioned local team workers and with a specialist

in linguistic geography, Father Wi!lem A. Grootaers.

   The gathering of the materials being completed in 1965, pub-

lication was s'tarted at once. The maps are now being drafted for

the press. A volume of 50 maps in three colors is foreseen for

each of the coming six years. The Printing Bureau of the Ministry

of Finance is responsible Ibr the publication.

    The first volume contains the maps on adjectives and on
                                                    'phonology. The introduction to the methodology and the inter-

pretation of the maps are described in separate volumes.

`

The Writing Life of the Japanese People After the War

(Report 29, 1966. 226 pages)

   The aims of this survey were to ascertain how the general

public, men and women of various ages, occupations, and levels

of education, live the life of the written language, the iife of

reading and x･vriting, every day, and to determine what problems

they have and what consciousness they have of the written lan-

guage. The central concern was to find how those who had got

an education in writing before the war were influenced by the

linguistic policy after the war. (A list of Chinese characters for

daily use and the rules of present-day kana use were established by

the government in 1946.)

   For that purpose we made surveys at Nagaoka City, 270 kms.

north of T6ky6, in Niigata Prefecture, in 1962: 1. individual

interviews of 310 general citizens; 2. test and questionnaires to 243

mothers of P.T.A.'s of primary and junior high school; 3. ques-

tionnaire to company employees and workers. In 1963 in T6ky6,

we gave a test identical with that of the second survey to l18

mothers, and a test identical with that of the third survey to 130

persons. Besides, we examined the real characteristics of Chinese

character usage through materials written for the informants' own
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pleasure, e.g., 240 contributions to papcrs, 350 t'ragments of letters,

diaries, drafts of speeches, ctc.

   A committee planned and worked on the project in 1962;

NAGANo Masaru, TAKAHAsl Tar6 and WATANABE Tomosuke were
mainly in charge throughout the survey.

,

,

e
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       COMMON LANGUAGE AND ITS USE

Research in Colloquial Japanese

(Report 8, 1955. 195 pages)

   This is an analytical study which attempts to survey thc char-

acteristics of colloquial Japanese from various points of view.

   The main materials were collected from everyday conversations

spoken by natives of T6ky6, and from radio news programs, news

commentaries, symposia, comic stories, plays, lectures, and so on.

   The items investigated were: 1) intonation; 2) length of sen-

tences; bunsetu or B. Bloch's pause groups, and words; 3) sentence

structure; 4) parts of speech, their usage and frequency.

   The results are as follows:

  I. Keeping K. L. Pike's four-step-high-Iow tone system in rnind,

   xve examined the utterances of 44 informants; we found 42

   kinds of intonation at the end of sentences. We found only

   four kinds of such intonation on the radio. We devided these

   kinds of intonation into five main intonation patterns: -, ×tsL,

   /, ->.J.
 2. The average length of a sentence was 3.8 bunsetu. Sentences

   composed of one bunsetu accounted for nearly one-third of the

   total. In radio news programs and news commentaries, the
   average Iength of the sentences were l6.5 bunsetu and 21 bunsetu

   respectively; sentences of one bunsetu were only about 2% of

   the total.

 3. Sentences without cxpressed subjects constituted 74% of the

   total; those in new's programs were only 37%. Inverted sentences

   "ere 7%; in news, O%. Sentences with more than five com-

   ponents constituted about 5% of the total in conversation; in

   news, 30%.
  4. The frequency of parts of speech in all the data was: nouns

   20.5%; verbs 12.2%; adjectives 2.7%; adjectival verbs 1.2%;
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advei'bs' 6.l%; prc-nouns O.8%; conjunctivcs 1,9%; intcrjections 4.7%

(total of free forms 50.1%); zorosi 34.7%; xyodOsi 12.9% (total ot'

bound forms 47.6%); sandhi-forms 2.3%. 36% of the adjectival

verbs were kango, or Chinese borrowings.

   This survey was conducted by NAKAMuRA Mitio, 6isi Haturar6,

UNo Yosikata, IiToyo Kiiti and SiNDO Sakiko.
,

.

e

t

Sentence Patterns in Spoken Japanese

Part I -On Materials in Conversation-

(Report 18, 1960. 347 pages)

   This is a study of sentences in conversation to make clear the

sentence patterns from the point of view of grammar. Materials

xvere gathered from various kinds of daily conversation. We

regarded a sentence pattern as a synthesis of three elements:

  l) sentence mood, such as exclamation,statement, interrogative,

     lmperatlve, etc.;

  2) construction as a combination of components;

 3) intonation.

   The work was begun with the identification of a sentence; it

proceeded then to the basic studies of sentence moods, construction

and intonation.

  1. Sentence mood...The structures of expression were broadly

   divided into exclamations, statements, demands and responses.

   These were then further divided into 21 subclasses. The char-

   acteristic forms at the end of sentences were mainly investigated.

 2. Construction...We investigated such patterns of constructions

   as the combinations of predicates at the end of a sentence with

   the other components directly related to the predicates.

 3. Intonation ... NN'e observed the intonations at the end of

   sentences which were directly related to the formation ofS sen-

   tences. We divided the intonations into five patterns: level

   tone, rising tone I (/), rising tone II (A), falling tone (×) and

   a special tone. We then examined the correspondence of these

   patterns with the sentence moods.

                         - 19 -



   ln tlic variousc expressions correspondinsr with the sentencc

moods, "Je examined and putin order what patterns of construction

and intonation were used. Further, we prcsented typical examples.

   The persons in charge were Oisi Hatutar6, IiToyo Kiiti, MiyAzi

Yutaka and YOslzAwA Norio.

.

Sentence Patterns in Spoken Japanese

Part II -On Materials in Speech-

(Report 23, 1963. 283 pages)

   rl"his research follows Part I (Report }8) and was based on

such materials as lectures, addresses, congratulations, after-dinner

speeches, and news comments on the radio.

   The basic methodology of this research was generally the same

as that described in Report 18. However, the details of the methods

xvere revised considerably. Especially the constructions "'ere analyzed

and described in detail.

   The points to be reported compared with Report 18 are as

{'olloxvs:

                                  '  l. Construction...Components formingthc kernels ot- sentences

   (predicates, subjects, compliments and objects) and components

   expanding the kernels (adverbial modifiers and others) were

   distinguished. Besides, independent components, modal modifiers

   and subordinate clauses were recognized as components of the

   construction. Various construction patterns consisting of these

   components were established. Namely, constructions were
   broadly divided into two classes: I) constructions consisting of

    independent components, and II) constructions with predicates

    as their nuclei, The latter were further ciassified into: l) basic

    constructions (a. kernel constr.; b. expanded constr.; c. com-

    pound constr.) and 2) conjoined constructions.

  2. Intonation...Intonations were classified into those expressing

    sentence moods placed at the ends of sentences and those ex-

    pressing emphasis in some sense. Of the former class, two

    types of intonation were found: a rising tone (/) and a falling
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    tonc (or non-rising tone) (×tsL). In thc iattcr class, a higli tonc

    (A) and a low tonc (V) wcre f'ound.

  3. Synthetic Sentencc Patterns...Further studics of' synthctic

    sentence patterns are expected in the future. Here a few
    problems of synthesis are pointed out and the prospects discussed.

  4･. Reference...As i'eferencc, previous studies of sentcnce

    patterns were surveyed.
   The persons in charge of this research were Oisi Hatutar6,

  MiyAzi Yutaka, MiNAMi Huzio and SuzuKI Sigeyuki.

Bound Forms (" Zyosi" and " ZyodOsi ") in Modern Japanese

-Usages and Examples-
(Report 3, 1951. 302 pages)

   This book describes thoroughly the meanings and usages of

bound forms (xyosi and L""orod6si) in standard modern Japanese. In

the first chapter 75 xyosi are listed, while in the second chapter 27

2yod6si are listed. The meanings and usages of every zyosi and

2blodOsi are then classificd into small groups, with several examples

for each.

   Before this 1)ook, there had been some xNJorks dealing- with the

meanings and usages of these bound forms in modern Japanese.

However, these studies were not systematic enough to reveal the

characteristics of modern Japanese well.

   Samples were picked up from news papers and magazines, the

circulations of which were very large during the one-year period

from April, 1949, to March, 1950, and the language of which was

considcred to be the most common. The samples were then classi-

fied by their meanings and usages, Though picked up i'rom writ-

ten language sources, some examples taken from written dialogues

showed the characteristics of spoken language. The samples totaled

48,OOO, though this book records only a few of them. There had

been no work dealing with so many examples, so many new com-
ments on the classification and on meanings and usages may be

found in this book.

   Besides the description of the meanings and usages of each
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x･vui'd, xvc desci'ibcd with g,rcat care cxamplcs of compound ibi'ms

composed of several 2orosi or ab`'yod6si operating as one word, and

examples of idiomatic sequences where two or three xblosi and

xyodbsi co-operate with each other. Therefore, an almost complete

description of the basic use of xorosi and 2blod6si may be found in

this book as far as thc standard modern Japanese is concerned.

    Indexes of forms and of meanings are appcnded at the cnd of

the 1)ook. [["hc former is arranged in the order of kana syllabary,

             'and thc iatter serves as a synopsis of synonymous cxpressions.

    rlShc person in chai'gc was NAGANO rVfasaru.

i

japanese Homonyms and Their Problems

(Report 20, 1961. 289 pages)

    It is said that there are many homonyms obstructing com-

munication in modern Japanese. The degree and characteristics

of the obstruction are not uniform, however, the purposes of this

study xvere to determine the real degree to which the semantic

ambiguity of homonyms occurs, to analyze the factors working to

distinguish homonyms, and to see what problems are encountered

in the promotion of communication.

    There is considerable ambiguity in some homonyms and not

in others. VVe therefore classified homonyms first, laying down the

following criteria: 1) sociological differences, 2) grammatical

differences, 3) idiomatic or non-idiomatic, 4) differences in tones,

5) productivity, and 6) frequency.

    Besides these characteristics of homonyms themselves, the dis-

crimination of homonyms is influenced by the users' knowledge.

On this point we made an experiment using students of bigh

schools and universities. We found that all homonyms can be

discriminated to some extent either by characteristics of the words

themse}ves (for example, part of speech, idiomatic usage, produc-

tivity, word-construction, etc.), by phase differences, or by context.

It was also made clear that few homonyms except homonymic
synonyms have no clue of discrimination. It was also established

that the problems of homonyms greatly depend upon the readers'
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as,e and experience.

   The latter' half of this book is devoted to a word list con-

taining 7,803 homonyms.

   This survey was carried out by rVfATuo Osamu, ITiKAwA Takasi,

OKuBo Ai and TANAKA Akio.

japallese Synonymy and its Problems

(Report 28, 1965. 336 pages)

   The Japanese Ianguage has so may words of foreign origin,

especially hango (Chinese borrowings), that almost every day xve

face problems of synonyms. We tried in this study to consider

various phases of synonyms and to make a general survey of

synonymic problems.

   In the former part, x･vc laid a stress on the meanings and

feelings of the xvords, and surveyed the following points through

opinionaires:

  1. Differences in objective meaning l)etxveen synonymous xvordg

   (e.g,, mori/hayasi (xvoody place)), and degrees of agreement

   among people with re.crard to the differences.

  2. Differences of emotive meaning between close synonyms
   (e.g., 2yosei/huzin (woman)), and degrees of agreement among

   people with regard to the differences. Which word do they

   select from among synonyms in a given situation, and what
   are the factors affecting the selection? What are the differences

   between young and old people concerning commonly used words

   within synonym sets (e.g., sefefeen/syabon (soap))?

   As a result of the survey, we found that the proper use of

synonyms is common, but that there are inevitably some diver-

.crencies among individuals about the meanings of words; as for

emotive meaning, however, xs'e found larger degrees of agreement

among people with respect to the differences between synonyms

than we had expected.

   For the latter part of the paper, about the problems of syno-

nyms, we took up cases causin.ff discussion in mass-communication

circles today, and cxamined why they havc come into question.
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Wc made sure, by qucstionnaires of some important points of the

problems caused by the flood of loan words and the ambiguity of

homonymic synonyms. We found that importation of loan words,

often ambiguous in meaning, through diverse channels, causes

Japanese to possess many synonyms, and that homonymic synonyms

are used properly in some points with a clear consciousness of their

meanings, and at other points, not. This information may be

considered as basic for a rearrangement of the Japanese vocabulary.

   The book has a list of homonymic synonyms containing 1,422

ltems.

   This study x･Nras carried out 1)y MATuo Osamu, Nisio Toraya

and TANAKA Akio.

Word List by Semantic Principles

(Source 6, 1964. 362 pages)

   This book is a semantic listing of 32,600 words of modern

.Iapanese. They are classified into four classes, 12 sections, and

798 articles. An index in the order of the feana syllabary is ap-

pcnded. An asterisk is affixed to approximately 7,OOO words; these

are the most frequently used words according to a survey of the

ninety recent magazines listed in Report 21. ･
   This list was made to serve as fundamental source material

for determining the basic Japanese vocabulary. This Iist may also

})e used as a list of synonyms, for the selection of words for com-

positions, and for a contrastive study between languages.

   The method of classification applied to this book xvas the

advanced one which was used in the study of the vocabulary of

women's magazines and cultural reviews made by the Institute

(See p. 27 ff.). It is rather original, different from the classifications

of any other thesaurus in the past.

   The outline of the svstem is as folloxvs:
                    i
   1. Nouns
   1.1 Abstract Rc.lations

     af'rairs, causes and i'esults, existence, power, action and change,

     time, space, form, quant'itly, etc.
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 1.2 Human Bein.crs...Subjects of Human Behavior

  oneself and others, men and x･vomen, family, class, profes-

  sions, society, places of social behavior, organizations, bodics,

  etc.
                          '
 1.3 Human Behavior...Spirit and Action
  senses and emotions, facial expressions, will, learning, think-

  ing, meanings, principles, seeing and hearing, language and

  communication, creation, culture and life, daily life, personal-

  ity and behavior, friendship and struggle, control, education

  and treatment, financial affairs, industry, household affairs,

  handicrafts, etc.

 1.4 Products and Equipment
  .croods, materials, clothes, food, residence, receptacles, cutlery,

  toys, machines, vehic}es, roads and other civil engineering.

  servlces, etc.

 1.5 Natural Beings and Natural Phenomena
  light, color, sound, smell, taste, substance, "/eather conditions,

  change of matter, astronomical and geographical items, plants,

  animals, bodies of animals, physiological phenomena.

2. Verbs

3. Adjectives and Adverbs

 These last classes, 2 and 3, were grouped into three sections,

 almost the same as the three sections of CIass 1: .1 Abstract

 Reiations, .3 Spirit and Action, .5 Natural Phenomena.

4. 0thers
   connectives, interjections, words of calling and response.

 This study was mainly made by HAyAsi Oki.
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STATISTICAL RESEARCH INTO VOCABULARY
                  AND WRITING

.

   Concerning the vocabulary and the writing- system of present-

day Japanese, we carried out three successive study pro.jects on

x･vomen's magazines (Report 4), on cultural reviews (Reports 12,

13 & 19) and on ninety popular magazines for adults (Reports 21,

22 & 25), after a trial survey of a newspaper (Source 2). The

above successive researches were designed as sampling surveys (based

on modern statistics) in x･vritten language. The aim of these surveys

"'as to obtain scientific data for establishing a fundamental (or

standard, in a sense) x'ocabulary and for improving the writing

svstem.

.

Research on Newspaper Vocabulary

(Source 2, 1952. 102 pages)

   This is a tentative survey for settin.cr up the methodology of

word count by total coverage of a "universe" consisting of the

complete text of the issues of June, 1949 of the Asahi newspaper. Our

main matters of concern were how many different words appeared

and how many times each word occurred in the newspaper during

a certain month. About l5,OOO different words were found, in a

total of 237,OOO occurrences, not counting 2blosi and 2blod6si. Source

2 also gives a word list of some 3,300 entries which occurred ten

times or more in our "universe." In addition, the frequency dis-

tributions of words by days and by article, and the proportions of

the word classes, were appended.
   This survey was conducted by HAyAsi (A)ki and SAiGA Hideo.

.
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 Research on Vocabulary in Women's Magazines

 (Report 4, 1953. 338 pages)

    This is the first result of the successive surveys mentioned

 above, it might be one of the first projects in the world of word

 counts by the sampling method.

    The reason that we selected women's magazines as our material

 was to find the actual state of the use of daily words. The "uni-

 verses" were the complete text of 3,204 pages of the "Syuhu no

 Tomo" and, for comparison, the complete text of domestic articles

 in the "Huzin Seikatu," both from January to December, l950. By

 a strati'fied sampling 521 pages were drawn from the "Syuhu no

Tomo." The running number of words or, more exactly, ct-units

 (as named by us) was some 146,OOO. (The total number in our
 "universe" was estimated to be 9,OOO,OOO ct-units.) The number of

different words in our sample was some 27,OOO.

    About 2,600 free forms and 105 aMxes which occurred nine

times or more in our sample were listed in the order of kana-

syllabary, with their relative frequencies. A word list in the order

of frequency was also given.

    This report contains the following sections:

    Analysis of frequencies and scopes... 1) Grading words by their

relative frequencies, 2) "Scattering" index of words among strata

of articles, 3) Distributions of relative frequencies.

    Trials in semantics...1) Semantic classification of the 4,300

words (later expanded into Source 6), 2) Semantic analysis of several

words, 3) Usage of "suru," the verb most frequently used.

    Analysis of word-construction, especially patterns of compound

words formed with Chinese elements.

    Frequency table of 2yosi and 2yod6si, and their usage (according

to the method of Report 3, "Bound Forms in Modern Japanese").

    Usin.cr the same materials, a research on the writing was under-

taken. A list of the Chinese characters which occurred in our

sample was also published in the report '
   This project xvas carried co-operatively by HAyAsi 6ki, NAGANo

Masaru, ONo Yaoko, SAiGA Hideo, UNo Yosikata and MizuTANI

Sizuo, and the statistical design was mainly by MizuTANi.
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Research on Vocabulary in Cultural Reviews

(Report 12, 1957. 182 pages; Report 13, 1950. 117 pages)

   This is the second report of the successive studies of vocabulary

beginning wlth Report 4. The "universe" here was the complete

text of thirteen cultural reviews, such as "Sekai," "Chu6k6ron,"

"Kaiz6," and "Bungei Shunj"," from the issues of July, 1954, to

thc issues of June, 1955. These reviews were dividcd into three

classes by their characteristics. At the first stage 1,120 pages were

drawn from the total of 23,OOO pages in proportion to the size of

each stratum, and at the second stage a half of each pages was

chosen. The running number of words in our "univcrs.e" was

estimated to be about nine million as measured in B-units, as "rc

defined them anew. The numbers of running and different words

in our sample were some 230,OOO and some 23,OOO respectively.

    Two kinds of word lists were published in Report I2; one is

arranged in the order of feana-syllabary, and the other in the order

of frequency. Entries were limited to words whose sample fre-

quencies were equal to or larger than 7. Each list contains 4,l81

xvords. It can be said to be a remarkable feature of this study

that, for the about one thousand most frequently used words, both

their intervals of confidence coefficient (95%) and their estimation

precisions were calculated.

    Report 13 contains chapters on the method of the survey, statis-

tical and semantical analyses of the structure of vocabulary, and

an analysis of word-construction. In the statistical analysis two

problems are discussed. One is the problem of estimating the

amount of vocabulary, viz. the statistical inference of the different

number of words in the complete "universe." The estimate was

43,669±!,616; it was obtained by the curve fitting of a sort of ex-

ponential function deducted from some theorems on the relation

between the number of running words and the number of different

words in the sample using a mathematical model. The other is an

"approach fo the distribution function of the relative frcquencies oCh

words, where an approximate function, F(p)=p/(aP+b), is applicd.

In semantic analysis some 16,OOO "roi'ds xvere listed 1)y revised

 semantic c]assification. In the ana}ysis of word-construction, the
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 combination powers of words and the construction patterns inside

 the words were investigated.

    In this survey we tried to make use of a linear discriminative

 function for the judgement of whether two items were the same

 word or two different words; a discussion of this problem as it

 arose in an experiment is appended to Report 13.

 The Use of Written Forms in Japanese Cultural Reviews

 (Report 19, 1960. 55 pages)

    This is a report of the use of written forms in cultural reviews.

We surveyed about 117,OOO running words, drawn from the sample

used for the above-mentioned word count. The contents of the
report are as follows:

  1) A list of some 700 words which occurred frequently in two

    ormorevariantwaysofwriting. ,
  2) A table of the frequency distribution of Chinese characters

    (presented here in condensed form).

         frequency diflbrent running
       inour'sample characters characters
         IN8 I,364 49.0% 4,O12 3.4%
         9N I,417 5I.O 113,137 96.6
         Total 2,78I 100.0 117,149100.0
  3) A frequency table of the above 1,417 Chinese characters clas-

    sified by their on and feun reading.

  4) A frequency table of 88 Chinese characters not occurring in

    the List of the tTby6 Kan2i (the Daily-use Chinese Characters)

    noted in our sample with all their uses.

  5) An index to the Daily-use Chinese Characters.

   The survey on cultural reviews was carried out co-operatively
by HAyAsi 6ki, NAGANo Masaru, SAiGA Hideo, MizuTANr Sizuo

and IsiwATA Tosio,
                                            '
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  Vocabulary and Chinese Cltaracters in Ninety Magazines of Today

  (Report 21, 1962. 321 pages; Report 22, 1963. 256 pages;

   Report 25, 1964. 337 pages)

'

      After the two preceding surveys, we planned to cxtend the

  scope to the entire field of magazines. This series is a report on

  one such additional survey.

      The following criteria were adopted in the selection of maga-

  zines: 1) The mag'azine should be for adults; 2) It should be on

  open sale, 1)ut not a house or.cran nor one for specialists; 3) It should

  have a large circulation compared to others of its kind. Such

  magazines xvere then classified into five strata (or simply "group"):

  I. Review, Literature and Art ("ChU6k6ron," "Gunz6," " Geijutsu

  Shinch6," ctc.); II. Popular Reading ("Bungei Shunja," "Sunday

  Mainichi," etc.); III. Business and Popular Sclence (" T6y6 Keizai

  Sinp6," "Kagaku Asahi," etc.); IV. Housekeeping ("Syuhu no

  Tomo," etc.); V. Amusements, Hobbies and Sports ("All Yomi-

  mono," "Eiga Fan," "Igo," "YakyU-kai," etc.). The ninety selected

  magazines were published quarterly, monthly, semimonthly, every

  ten days or weekly. The "universe" of this survey was the complete

  text of the issues published in 1956 (total 227,OOO pag'es). The

  number of running xvords was estimated at some 160 million fl-

  units, including sixty million occurrences of xblosi and 2blodbsi. We

  investigated some 440 thousand x･vords (not counting 2blosi and jiyo-

   d6si), and some 100 thousand 2blosi and zovodoAsi.

      For this survey we devised a new sampling plan to guarantee
   the estimation precision for the small frequency of the 11IO,OOO

   order. This plan is a kind of stratified cluster sampling, where

   each cluster in the same stratum is formed by random combination

   of one-eighth-pa.cre-size parts of texts in such a way that the number

   ofrunning words in any cluster is approximately equal to a certain

   constant. We beleive that our method, including such a samplin.cr

   plan, can make possible the manual completion of the statistical

   aspect of N･vord count.

      Report 21 g,ives both a.general description, xvith a full discus-

   sion of how our samplin.cr-estimation mcthod was applied, and

                                              -l   frequency tableg of woi'ds with occurred seven times or more in
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t' thc samplc, separatcly I'or -"v/ yosi and 2yodbsi and lbr othcr xvords.

  The tables are arranged in the order of the kana-syllabary for the

  former (140 entries are listed), and in the order both of the feana-

  syllabary and of frequency in the whole and in every stratum.

  For words with sample frequencies over 49, intcrvals of the con-

  fidence coeMcient (95%) and estimation precisions are given in

  addition to their relative frequencies.

     Frequency distribution:

         SampleFreq. DiflbrentWords

             IAv6 32,782
            7A- 7,234
           (50--) (i,220)
           Total 40,O16
   Report 22 gives a fi'equency table of

which occurred nine times or more in a

of the total) drawn at random from the '

these characters showing their uses classifi

and some analyses. An index to all the

ring in the sample is appended.

   Frequency distribution:

         SampleFreq. DifllerentChrs.

            I･Nt8 l,333
            9･N･ 1,995*
            Total 3,328**
     * Including 1,673 7byb Kan2i.

     ** ln the entire sample used for the

        count, the number of different

        3,505.

Percentage Occupiecl
 in Running Words

       14

       86

      (63)

      lOO

 1,995 Chinese charactevs

smaller sample (two-thirds

 mitial sample, a list of

ed by on and feun reading,

Chinese characters occur'-

1'ercentagc of
Running Chrs.

     1.4

   98.6
   100.0

 above-mentioned word
characters amounted to

 Report 25 contains the following sections:

1) Fundamentalities of words...The fundamentality function,

 f=a+blogp+clogsc, is fitted by the least square method, to

 twenty-five sets of a triad (whose components are the experts'

 evaluation of a set of quantitatively similar words, the averaged

 relative frequency, and the averaged degree of scattering). This

 chapter contains the table of the fundamentalities of the l,200
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   most frequent words and semantic classification of the 700 most

   fundamental words.
 2) Statistical structure ofthc vocabulary...Three topics are here

   discussed: (1) How many different words belong to cach word-

   frequency grade, and what proportion of the total occurrences

   is covered by the accumulative number of such different words;

   (2) Distributional differences among parts of speech and among

   classes by word origin; (3) The distribution of inflectional

   forms of verbs and adjectives.

 3) Usage of zblosi and 2yodOsi...Frequency tables according to

   their meanings and to their combinational forms in a pause

   group are given. Differences in usage among synonymous wyosz

   and 2yod6si are discussed. Some quantitative considerations of

   zyosi and 2yod6si as syntactic markers are also given.

 4) Word-construction...A table of 4,381 compound words and

   an analysis of them are given.

 5) On a discrimination problem of whether words formally
   similar are recognized as the same or as different words...

   The discussion of this problem is proposed from two points of

   view, with a word list (974 headings) relating to the problem.

   This volume also contains an index to subjects, an outline of

the data, and a table of contents for all three volumes.

   This project was carried out co-operatively by HAyAsi Oki,

KENBO Hidetosi, SAiGA Hideo, MizuTANI Sizuo, IsiwATA Tosio,

MiyAziMA Tatuo and MATuMoTo Akira.
   Some articles connected with the above-mentioned vocabulary

surveys have been published in the Annual Report, but it is not

necessary to introduce them here.

A Study of the Vocabulary in a Newspaper in the Early Years of the

Meizi Period (1877-1878)

(Report 15, 1959. 319 pages)

   This is the report of a survey undertaken as part of the project,

"Research on the Language in the Meizi Period." The aims are

to make clear the historical background of present-day Japanese, to
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ascertain what problems had already arisen or existed in those days,

and to propose data for the solution of language problems of today.

   First and foremost, we planned to survey the vocabulary of the

newspaper "Yabin H6ti," from November 1, 1877, to October 31,

1878, by using a sample with the sampling ratio of 1/12. The

number of running words in the sample was about one hundred

thousand ct-units, where some 23,OOO different words were found.

   Report l5 contains two sort of word lists. One is a list of all

the differcnt words actually found in the sample, with their fre-

quencies. The other list is a collection of words used in the news-

paper but which did not occur in the above-mentioned sample;

they were selected subjectively. By this selection some 8,600 words

are added. On the basis of these data, the following descriptions

are presented:

  I) Writing forms...On oharigana, i.e., kana added to Chinese

   characters mainly to show Japanese inflection; kana-spellings;

   words written only in kana; and h"rigana, i.e., kana letters

   printed at the side of ideographs.

  2) Word-construction.v.On constructions composcd of three

   Chinese characters. -
  3) Relation between thc. stylc and vocabulai'y...What synony-

   mous pairs are found in contexts of the hard style (originating

   from the Japanese fashion of reading Chinese) and the soft

   style (the colloquial stylc):,' What arc some characteristic words

   of each style?

   The survey was cari'ied out co-operatively by YAMADA Iwao,

KENB6 Hidetosi, HiRoHAMA Humio, lciKAwATakasi, and SiNDO

Sakiko.

   Concerning vocabulary in the Meizi Period, thc foliowing

studies have been published in the Annual Reports:

   An outline of wyosi and zyodOsi (X, 1959).

   The vocabulary of literary essays (XI, 1960).

   The vocabulary of the so-called "small papers," 1878---1879

     (XII, 1961). .
   A study in word origin and style (XIII･NiXV, 1962･--4),

   Examples of some interesting words and a survey of hurigana

     (XV, 1964).
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    MASS COMMUNICATION AND PRINTING

School Children and Newspapers

Their Approach to the Newspapers and Their Comprehension

(Report 6, 1954. 156 pages)

                                                          '
   This is a report on a survey made in order to find how school

children approach newspapers and how well they comprehend them.

   It is after the fourth or fifth grade that children become in-

terested in newspapers. Therefore, we examined children from the

fourth grade of primary school to the third grade of junior high

school in the following points:

  !) Through what stages do children pass before they approach

   papers?
  2) What parts of papers do they read most?

  3) What articles are they interested in?

  4) To what degree do they understand the contents?

  5) How much are they influenced by papers?

 6) How much do they read papers for school children and school

   bulletins?

  7) How much do they come in contact with other mass media,

   such as radio, movies, magazines and books, and how much

   are they infiuenced by them?

   This survey was made by the Institute, together with the Japan

Newspaper Association, from the end of 1952 to the beginning of

1953. Through questionnaires we examined about 1,200 children

and pupils in a primary school and a junior high school in T6ky6

and in two primary schools and two junior high schools in Tiba

Prefecture. The findings are as follows:

  1) Children in all the districts begin xMith comics and become

   interested in sports, advertisements, columns for children,

   general news, and radio logs in that order.

  2) The higher the cultural level of the district and home, the
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   higher the degree of children's contact with papers.

  3) The more children are interested in papers, the more they

   understand the contents.

  4) There is no doubt that children come to understand the

   contents more and more as they grow. Those who get the
   highest grades in language, who know the most kanzi, who have

   the largest vocabularies, and who read fastest, understand papers

   the best.

  5) The degree of children's contact with papers is greatly related

   to their attitudes toward society and their growth as human

   beings.

   The persons concerned with the study were: IwABuTi Etutar6,

KoslMizu Minoru, TAKAHAsi Kazuo, AsizAwA Setu and MoRioKA
Kenzi of the Institute; MiyAKE T6sya, TAKAsu Masao, TANAKA

Ytizi, KAMEi Kazutuna, MiyATi Singo and AKiyosi Kenzi of the

Japan Newspaper Association.

High-School Pupils and Newspapers

(1956. 252 pages)

                             '
   We made this survey in order to find how much high-school

pupils read papers, and how well they understand them, and also

to ascertain the real conditions of the mass communications with

which they come in contact.

   We examined about 5,OOO pupils of full-time senior high schools

in T6ky6, at Akita City and at Kakudate-mati, Akita Prefecture,

in the following points:

  1) What part of the newspaper do high-schoolpupils read first?

  2) How many hours do they read papers a day?

  3) How weil do they read each article?

  4) Why do they read papers?
  5) Do they find papers diflicult?

  6) Do they trust papers?
  7) What are the factors that inHuence the de.crree to Nvhich they

   come in contact with papers? '
  8) How well are the paper's contents understood?

                         - 35 --



  9) How do the district and home influence them in under-

   standing papers?

  10) Are school bulletins read?

  ll) What do they understand about international affairs throug'h

   papers ?･

  12) How does the manner of ncws presentation influence their

   understanding?

  13) What books do they read?

  14) How do they come in contact with radio and movics?

   This survey was made on a relatively Jarge scale. Sixteen

schools, including one national, five public, and ten private schools,

were chosen at random from among the full-time high schools in

T6ky6. Therefore, the sixteen schools may be regarded as representa-

tive. The two prefectural schools in Akita City belonged to the upper

stratum of high schools. This inclination was redressed by a survey

of all the pupils at a high school in Kakudatc-mati. Consequently,

t}ie results of this survey can be presumed to be characteristic of

pupi]s of full-time senior high schools all over Japan.

   This report mainly {'aithfully describes the data obtained by

the survey. Concerning the above-mentioned points, many tables

are appended, analyzing the data by region, grade, and sex.

   This is thc fivst report of a general survey under the title ol'

`` Youth and Newspapers. Their Approach and Comprehension,"
made from 1954 to l955 by a committee comprized of five persons

from the Institute, six from the Japanese Newspaper Association,

and four from universities, The report MJ･as written mainly by

HAyAsi Sir6 of the Insitute and KAMEi Kazutuna of the Association;

it was published under the joint auspices of the Institute and

the Association.

Youth and Mass Communications

 (1956. 252 pages)

    Senior high school pupils in full-time schools and those in part-

time schools have greatly different living environment. Young

peoplc who enter business agter graduation from junior hiocrh school
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without entering higher school are still more different from both

of the first two groups. FQIIowing the previous-mentioned survey,

"High-School Pupils and Newspapers," we examined how pupils

of part-time high school and young workers come in contact with

mass communications and how well they understand them; we
centered our study on newspapers.

   Thc subjects (I,500 in all) were pupiis of part-time high schools

and young workers in T6ky6 and at Watarai-mura, Mie Prefecture.

   The items examined were almost the same as those of " High-

School Pupils and Newspapers." In general,

  1) We examined for general knowledge obtained through mass

   communlcatlons.
  2) We examined for the real interests and anxieties of young

   people.

  3) We examined the readability o{' papers experimentally from

   two points: the content coeflicient of kank"'i and thc length of

   scntences.
   In observing thc i-eal conditions of the young people's approach

to papers and their understanding by groups, we found three groups

of different characters: the group composed of the pupils of part-

time high schools in T6ky6, the group composed of young workers

in T6ky6, and the group composed of the pupils of part-time high

s:hools and young workers in Watarai-mura. The degree of their

contact with papers and their understanding fell in this order.

   As to the content coefilcient of kanzi in sentences, we examined

their opinions through five kinds of sentences, which were 5%,

15%, 25%, 35%, and 45% kanxi. Generally the subjects regarded

the 35% sentences as the most readable. Young workers who did

not entei' senior high schools, however, regarded the 25% sentences

as the most readable. As to the length of sentences, we examined this

point by means of five kinds of sentences, composed on the average

of 15.3, 25, 50, iOO, and 200 characters. In all the groups the sen-

tences of 50 characters were regarded as the most readable.

   This survey was made in the second year of the previous-men-

tioned general survey by almost the same members. The report,

written by HAyAsi Sir6 of the Institute and by KAMEi Kazutuna,

MiyATi Singo of the Association, was also published under the joint
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              '
A Study of the Form of Characters Printed Horizontally

 (Report 24, 1964. 195 papes)

    The aim of this survey was to make clear which form o{"

printing-type is the easiest to read when printed horizontally, the

oblong, square or rectangular.

    The surveyors tried four experiments:

(1) Test of reading and understanding

    We prepared test paper with the same scntences printcd in tl}c

three type faces. Using this test paper, we examined about 1,500

pupils of junior and senior high schools in reading speed and in

understanding; thus we compared the efTects of the three type faces.

The ease of readinsr fell in the ordcr: rectangular, square, and

oblong.

(2) Observation of eye-ball movement

    Here we compared thc three ways of printing, solid printing

in the oblong type face and in the rectangular type face, and word-

separated printing in the rectangular type face. With an ophthalmo-

graph we recorded the eye-ball movements of eleven subjects. The

solid printing in the rectangular type face could be finished in the

shortest reading time and occasioned the fewest pauses. The word-

separated printing in the rectangular type face occasioned the short-

est pauses on the average. The oblong type face was Iocated between

them.

(3) Cancellation test

    We compared the thrce type faces throus,h cancellation tests on

every hiragana and on every group of three hiragana. The working

volume decreased in the order of the oblong, square, and rectangular.

.(4) Questionnaire on individual consciousness and opinions

    By means of a questionnaire we asked 291 university students

and 307 adults for their personal impressions of and opinions about

the three forms of characters. Generally the square or rectangular

types seemed to be most popular.

  ･ ･/ On the whole, it seemed that, when printed horizontally, the
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oblong type face was advantageous for arranging one-character words

or short words, while the rectangular type face is advantageous for

arranglng sentences.

   Problems of the superiority of type faces for horizontal printin.cr

of a mixture of feana and kanxi had been in the hypothetical sta,cr.e

until this survey explored several methods for investigation.

   The persons in charge of this survey were NAGANo Masaru,

TAKAHAsl Tar6 and WATANABE Tomosuke.

   Concernin.cr tl)e sentences of nexvspaper, the following studies

have bccn reported on in Annual Reports.

   An experimental study on kan-ori usa.cre...Changing the ortho-

graphy of newspapers on the market, x･ve made an experimental

paper in order to survey people's opinions about the ease of reading,

to investigate the resistance to words written in hanxi, and to observe

theeye-ballmovement. (AnnualReportVIII,l957,IX,1958)

   The readability of nex･Nr･spaper sentences...We established eight

factors of readability and made artificial sentence in order to test

vertical writing, horizontal writing, number of characters per line,

and the order of introducing facts. We thus examined pupils of

senior and junior high schools in reading speed and understanding.

   An advanced version of this survey is described in Report 28.
   K                            (Annual Report X, 1959, XI, 1960)

   In advance of these surveys, there was a short report under

the title of "A Basic Study of Readability." This report analyzed

the factors of general sentences and of those in textbooks in an

attempt to rank them in terms of readability.

                            (Annual Report III, I952, IV, I953)

   Studies of mass communications in addition to those of nexvs-

papers have been as follows:

    A basic study of the establishment of the criteria for the under-

   standing of broadcastin.cr language. (II, l951)
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   A study of the understanding and effects of spot announcements.

   (III, 1952)

   A study of the style of radio news. (IV, 1953, V, l954)

   Influences of broadcasts on children's language. (VI, l955)

   (These studies were undertaken for the Broadcasting Cultural

Institute of Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK), and mimeo-

bff'"aP
Reg,.',eP,08`,g ,l,",er8,.P,".b.//2:ie.df iiX,ti8"fiti,i.niS`S.",`eetl)e for eiection...

rlihe statements of 1,048 candidates in the general election 1955 x･vere

analyzed, mainly in terms of the orthography. (VII, 1956)
`
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LANGUAGE ABILITY AND
               EDUCATION

LANGUAGE

.

'

   We made a follow-up survey, from 1953 to 1961, to see how
children's abilities in aural comprehension, speaking, reading, and

writing had developed during the six years from their entrance into

elementary school to their graduation from it; to ascertain the real

conditions of the development of lan.cruage ability, and to find the

factors influencing that development during that period.

   We chose the Yotuya Sixth EIementary school in Sinzyuku-ku,

T6ky6, as the experimental school. Periodically we examined every

child in one class, from the time they entered in I953 until they

graduated in 1959, in language ability-in writing, pronunciation,

vocabulary, grammar, reading comprehension, reading speed, reading

at home, composition, speaking, and aural comprehension. We also

examined the factors determining development: health, intelligence,

emotion, environment, and teaching. Our follow-up survey proceed-

ed in various other ways as well: recordings of language activities;

tests of each language ability and those ofthe determining factors;

investigations, questionnaires, and surveys of the linguistic life at

home; collections of student records, notes, reading notes, and

compositions, and experiments on eye-ball movement using an

ophthalmo-graph. We made another six-year follow-up survey of

the children who entered in 1954 in order to complement the initial

survey. We also made a complemental survey of thedevelopment

of language ability after the students' entrance into junior high

school.

   Besides the experimental school, we chose more than ten as-

sociate schools from various parts of Japan and made the same

studiesin the same ways in order to confirm the results. The test

paper required during' the six years exceeded 73,OOO sheets.

   The new charactei'istics of this survey x･yere as follows:

  1) SVe made tbllo"'-up studies of the development of the lan-
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   guage ability of the same children over a six-year period. No

   study of this kind had been tried before.

  2) We examined various sides of language ability xNTidely, as

   xvell as investigating the factors influencing development.

  3) XxVe established the .aeneral tendency in Japan through the data

   from the associate schools, though our report centered around

   the case study of the experimental school.

   The followings are four interim reports and one final report

of t'his sui'vey.

.

t

Tlte Language Ability of Children in the Pre-reading Period

(Report 7, 1954. 217 pages)

    How many hiragana, katafeana, and kanzi can children read and

write when they enter primary school? How much skill in pro-

nunciation, vocabulary, and grammatical consciousness do they

have? How do they develop? What are thefactorsthatinfluence

this development? We made a study of these questions and tried

to make clear the real conditions of reading at home and language

teaching at school during this period. We decided on the basis of

the minute data of several tests, that the pre-reading period lasts

from the April when children enter school to December of that

year, by which time children can read hiragana and short sentences

and can understand the meaning of a passage. The phenomena of

the development during this period have been reported on, center-

in.cr on the ability to read and write hiragana.

   A}so, we established the outlines of the relationship of language

ability to the factors of age, intelligence, personality and environ-

ment; the condition of reading at home before and after entrance;

the relationship between reading and language ability, and the real

conditions of language textbooks and teaching in the pre-reading

period; we have also presented a sample class at the beginning of

school, and a bibliography of Japanese literature on language ability

in the pre-reading period and of similar studies in forei.crn countries.

   This survey was made by KosiMIzu Minoru, TAKAHAsi Kazuo,

AslzAwA Setu, MuRAisijSy6z6, and OKAMoTo Keiroku.
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 The Language Ability of Children in the First and Second Grades

 (Report IO, 1956. 388 pages)

    This is a report on a survey of the development of language

 ability-mainly children's ability to read and write characters and

 sentences-from the last half year of the first grade to the end of

 the second grade.

  1) How do the speed of silent reading and understanding develop

    in relation to the progress of oral reading skill and with the

    manner in which the silent reading is done?

  2) Hos･v does the ability to write compositions on the same sub-

    .ject develop in quality and quantity?

  P>) From what side and to what degree do vocabulary and gram-

    mar skills grow?

    Especially about writin.cr ability, the development of which shows

various phenomena during this period, we describe in detail the

state of its development; problems of its learning; the differences

according to individuals, Iocality, and sex; and the tendency to

make mistakes.

    We also examined the relationship of the Ianguage ability to

intelligence, personality, health, home environment, and school life

during this period. Case studies of six children are reported.

    Following the report on the pre-reading period, reports on

several research projects are inserted-research on reading at home,

and on the actual conditions of language teaching and textbooks in

the first and second grades. As an appendix, a table of the kanxi

used in textbooks is .criven. Through this book we can see the out-

line of the development of reading and "rriting ability in the first

and the second grades. (The development of speaking and listening

ability in this period is reported on in Annual Report 8 (1956).)

   This survey was made by KosiMizu Minoru, TAKAHAsl Kazuo,

AslzAwA Setu, MuRAIsl Sy6z6, and OKAMoTo Keiroku.
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The Language Ability of Children in the Third and Fourth Grades

(Report 14, 1958. 389 pages)

   This is a report on a study of the development of the language

ability of children from the first term of the third grade to the end

of the fourth grade.

   Besides covering the real conditions and characteristics of the

development of understanding in silent reading, reading speed and

oral reading skill, we cover the eye-ball movement during reading.

   We examine the development of not only the ability to write

compositions on decided subjects or on the same experience, such

as an excursion, but also the ability to write for various purposes

-for instance, letters and records. We also deal withtherelation-

ship between the ability to write compositions and the ability

to evaluate them. We mainly describe the ability to read and
write sentences in' this period, searching for the factors that infiuence

its development, and add a report on case studies. The reader can

thus see the outline of the state and problems of the development

of the ability to use the orthography of characters, both hatakana

and kanzi, and the development of the power of vocabulary and

grammar. The real conditions of reading at home, the study of

x･vhich become active in this period, are reported in detail, along

with concrete records of reading notes. Studies of reading at home

and of social nature are appended.

    This survey was made by KosiMizu Minoru, AsizAwA Setu,

TAKAHAsl Tar6 and MuRAIsl Sy6z6. '
    (The development of speaking and listening ability in this

period is described in Annual Report 9 (1957).)

                                                     '
 The Language Ability of Chi[tiren in the Fifth and Sixth Grades

 (Report 17, l960. 427 pages)

    This is a survey of the devclopment of lang-uagc ability from

 the Iirst term of the fifth grade to thc third term of the sixth

 grade.

    We examined in what ways the power of understanding develops
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in silent reading, and what problems are thus raised. We also ex-

amined the development of reading speed with relation to under-

standing and the development of eye-ball movement. We examin-

ed writing ability through compositions on the same subjects. We

also investigated it through compositions written for many purposes,

such as letters, records and descriptions of impressions, and through

a test of basic ability in composition, such as the usage of words,

the connection o'f sentenses, the construction of whole discourses

and revision skill. A case study is reported, a study ofthe develop-

ment of language ability in two children (a boy and a girl) who

had a peculiar superiority and inferiority respectively in reading and

writing ability with relation to their other Ianguage skills. A diag-

nosis of the primary factors is appended. About vocabulary and

grammar skills, which develop rapidly in this period, we undertook

to make questions to determine the power of understanding and

using, and to make clear where the problems exist. We tried to

investigate the real state of the power using of fean2i by examining

the conditions of kan2i learning outside school and by examining

pupils in the writing and reading of the 881 fean2i obliged to be

learned during the period of compulsory education.

   Generally in this period individual differences appear, together

with the phenomena of general development. The state of the
development of reading at home is reported on in detail, as in the

report on the third and fourth grades.

   This survey was undertaken by KosiMizu Minoru, AsizAwA
Setu, TAKAHAsi Tar6 and MuRAisi Sy6z6.

   (The development of speaking and Iistening ability in this period

isreportedoninAnnualReport10(l958).) ,

The Development of the Language Ability of Schoel Children

(Report 26, 1964. 604 pages)

   The previous four repovts x･vere, so to speak, interim reports

issued during our survey of the development of language ability.

Surveys of Iistening and abilities have also been reported in the

Annual Reports. This book is a collection of the above data, re-
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arranged in order to see the development afresh and as a whole

after the 7 years follow-up studies. We tried not to repeat subjects

described enough in the interim reports (e.g., the development of

home reading). Some are quoted, however, regardless ofrepetition,

out of necesslty.

   In the first chapter, we explain the characteristics and system

of this survey and examine the results which led us to our con-

clusions. In the second chapter we examine, generally and relation-

ally, the interrelation between language abilities and the factors of

dcvelopment from two angles: the development, year by year, of

thc interrelation between Ian.cruage abilities and the factors of

dcvelopment, and the developmental interrelation, term by term,

of thc same language ability. In the third chapter we survey the

conditions of learning each language element, writing, orthography,

grammar, and vocabulary. We also investigate the steps and form

of development and problems to be solved. In the fourth chapter

xve describc the steps and phenomena of the development of language

skills, reading and understanding skills (including reading speed),

composition, speaking and aural comprehension.

    On the whole, in this report the outline and results of the

survey are first described, followed by concrete minute data which

support the results. Therefore, this report is much easier to read

than the previous publications of this series.

    In the last chapter, the fifth chapter, we report a case study of

the growth of four children. The development of their language

ability during the six years' survey represent several models.

    The characteristics of this survey are:

  I. Some methods of examination in language ability are newly

    contrived. '
  2. The tendency of the development of each language ability,

    such as aural comprehension, speaking, reading, writing, vocabu-

    lary or grammar, is discovered.

  3. The factors of development are made clear.

  4. The average ability ofeach grade is discovered.

    This six years' survey was madc by KosiMizu Minoru, AsizAwA

Setu, and ]N･luRAisi Sy6z6 (thi'oug'hout the period), and }.)y TAi<AiiAsi

Tarb, ZybK6 Kan'iti, MoRIoKA Kenzi, and OKAMoTo Keiroku. This
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report was written by KoslMizu, AsizAwA, rl'AKAHAsl and MuRAIsl.

    As a follow-up to this study of children in primary school, a

study of the development of the language ability of junior high

school pupils is now under way. A vocabulary test is reported on

in Annual Report XIII, while a survey of Ianguage teaching in

junior high schoolthrough questionnaires is reportcd on in Annual

Report XV.

Experimental Research into Reading Deficiencies

-An Analysis of Oral Reading Errors-
(Report 9, 1955. 283 pages)

   For a study of the burden of learning a written language, we

made, in 1952 and 1953, a nation-wide questionnaire survey of the

diMculty and deficiency of reading; using tape recorders, we also

examined the children of some schools in oral reading. This book

is a report on the latter study, which attempted to make clear by

experiment what obstacles school children encounter when they try

to read aloud the written Ianguage in textbooks, and to find their

causes.

   We had school children from the first to the sixth grades read

new language textbooks suitable to their ability, and taped them in

order to find as many kinds of reading errors as possible and to

analyze the causes.

   We chose eleven schools in Tiba and Yamanasi Prefectures, both

near Tokyo, and divided the children into three strata (high, medial,

and Iow) by IQ and by school grades in language study. We then

selected two or three children from each class for close examination.

  1) Repetitions 22.5%
  2) Substitutions 18.0%
  3) Unnaturalpauses 16.4%
  4) Incorrect pronunciations 9.5%
  5)Difficultiesofreadingwritingsymbols 9.3%
   These are the results of our survey. By the use of tape recorders

xve could make minute analyses again and again, which could not

be done by the usual ways of testingreading. Wethusdiscovered
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the kinds, tendency, and frequency ot" concrete errors in oral reading.

In this book examples of each error are presented in detail; indeed,

these descriptions are characteristic of this book.

   We presume the causes of errors in oral reading to bc:

  1) on the part ofchildren themselves

  2) on the part of the written language

  3) on the part of the teaching

   This will become data for the improvement of language

teaching.

   This survey was made by HiRAi Masao, ZybKO Kan'iti, TAKA-

HAsl Susumu, and TERAslMA Ai.

"

"･

i
'

   Other studies of language ability and language education:

   The eye-ball movement of children and pupils during reading-

the development from the first year to the ninth year.

   A survey of the speaking ability and of aural comprehension of

children in the first and second grades.

   The real conditions of language teaching in primary school-

determinedthroughquestionnaires. (AnnualReportVIII,1957)

   The development of speaking ability in the third and fourth

gracles-the development of answering the same questions.

   The development of aural comprehension in the third and foui'th

grades. (Annual Report lX, i958)
   A survey of speaking ability and aural comprehension in the

fifth and sixth grades.

    An experiment on communication by spoken language at thc

time of graduation. (Annual Report X, 1959)
    A survey of the establishment oL" the criteria of language ability.

-In co-operation with the National Survey of the Ministry of

Education and the National Education Institute, we made a language

examination and then studied the administration and correction of

the test. The report was published by the National Education

Institute. (The questions of the test were inserted in the Annual

Report I'-VI (1950A-1955)).

    A trial vocabulary test for persons who have linished compulsory

education.-We rated fifteen girl students of the first year of senior

high school on their understanding of 37,970 words in order to
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cxaminc thc individual vocabulary. 'I'hc numbcr oiL words undcr-

stood, e.g., checked in the upper two of five levels of comprehension,

was 23,OOO-v36,OOO; the average w'as 30,OOO. 12,OOO words were

commontoallfifteengirls. (AnnualReportll,1951)

.
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ANNUAL REPORT AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS
l

.

Annual Reports of the National Language Researcit lnstitute

(1950-1965)

   The Institute is legally obliged to publish a report on its con-t

dition and the results of its surveys every year. The Institute has

already published sixteen annual reports, including the outlines of

surveys completed and interim reports on the results of surveys in

progress. Some of the surveys that have not yet been introduced

above will be summarised' below.

  i. In order to observe the eye-ball movement during reading, an

equipment for recording it was designed. Through these obser-

vations, the merits of vertical reading and horizontal reading and

the proper length of a line were estimated. Concerning reading

speed and the movement of the eye-ball, there was no difference in .

readability between vertical reading and horizontal reading. Lines

of about twenty-five characters were regarded as the easiest to read

both vertically and horizontally. The persons in charge of the study

were KusAziMA Tokisuke and MuRAisi Sy6z6. (Annual Reports INV)

 2. There have been several opinion surveys:

   As basic research for the standardization of word-form, we sent

a questionnaire to experts inquiring about the criteria that they ai'e

going to employ for choosing the standard word form. Several

hundred words which have fluctuating forms were collected and

arranged. This survey was made by the Spoken Language Section

led by NAKAMuRA Mitio. (Annual Reports VI, VII)

   Using questionnaires, we requested the opinions on language of

782 men and women students in professional cources of various uni-

versities all over Japan. Some differences were found between the

students of science and Iiberal arts. On the whole, however, radical
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rcformers "ierc relativcly t'eNNr. This survcy was madc by

mittee in 1962, lcd by KosiMizu Minoru. (Annual Rcport
a com-
XIV)

-

Bibliography of Japanese Linguistics -from 1942 to l949-

(Source 1, 1950. 59 pages)

   7EO books are listed. INtlost ofthem arc listcd again in the other

bibliography described below. The framing of the bibliography

N･vas entrusted to Mr. YAMADA Husakazu; the bibliography was

completcd by the Institute.

Bibliography of Japanese

  Present Time

(Source 4, 1955. 301

Linguistics from the Early Meizi Period to the

pages)

    This is a list of the books, more,than three thousand in num-

ber, published during the eighty-five years from the first year of

Meizi (1868), until the end of 1952, dealing with the study of spoken

and written Japanese. Books published before the Meizi Period but

republished in and after that period are also listed. Textbooks,

reference books and similar publications, and books about lingnistics

and foreign languages which have little direct relations with the,

Japanese language are excluded.

   From the year 1953, yearly bibliographies have been available

in "Japanese Language Year-Book."

-

Coliection of "Okurigana Rules"

(Source 3, 1952. 219 pages)

   The Japanese language is written with a combination of kanzi

(ideographs) and kana (phonograms). We call it "okurigana" when

we add kana to han2iin writing a word. Stanttard rules ofofearigana

are necessary. Many opinions about these principles have been pro-

pounded since the Meizi Period, each of them considerably difrerent
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t'i'om thc othcrs. 'I"his coltcction was cditcd su thaL thc problcms

,m
,tff･P`,R･,7.cg,a,:'hfisd,.bg`,'g',g ti:iei.{a,e,aE･?g.e ka.n,ge,age,,C,s,7::,l ;'g?'?,",.beg,a,e

"Okurigana Rules" published by the OfHcial Gazette Department
of the Cabinet in 1889 to the "Hand Book" by the Stenographers'

Association of Japan in 1952, are coliected and commented on.

Besides, about 1,200 words are listed to contrast the oharigana of

each method.
   This study was conducted by 6No Yaoko and MizuTANi Sizuo.

japanese Language Year-Book

(1953- )

   In order to record all the opinions and surveys on language and

to provide a basic source for the improvement of linguistic life,

this year-book has been edited since 1953. The main parts are:
"A View" clarifying the movement of each field in linguistics and

in the linguistic life of the people;a "Bibliography'' listing books,

magazines and main newspaper articles about the Japanese lan-
g:.a.g.e,2.:l8sAkel.d,"wa,ll}2,;e,aas.s,:.grstg,i,axt/z'l.7.me,,2tjs,"S¥g,ge.

sons" who are studying the Japanese language, !anguage problems,

language education and some other problems related to Japanese,

an index to authors, and "Sources" presenting some important data

ibr the study of Japanese.

Study of Language
(Vol. I. 1959. 448 pages. Vol. II. 1965. 302 pages)

    paIost of the research projects of the Institute are cari'ied out co-

operatively by the members as part of their duty. In these two

books, however, they present monographs on subjects chosen and

treated personally.

    The titles in the first volume are:

Nisio Minoru: A Study of Linguistic Life.
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X,N'A'rANABE Tomosukc: Rationatity and Irvationality in Communi-

   catlon.

ITiKAwA Takasi: Sentences and Composition. ,
6KuBo Ai: A Comparative and stylistic Study ofthe Sentences of

   Newspaper Editorials and Novels.

SiNDo Sakiko: On Colloquial Style in Newspapers of thc Early

   Meizi Period.

HAyAsi Sir6: Expression and Comprehension.
6isiHatutar6: On Oral Emphasis, through the Observation of

   the Language of T6ky6.

SiBATA Takesi: On Phonemes of the Dialect of Yonaguni-zima in

   the Ryukyus.

UEMuRA Yukio: On Tonemes of the Monosyllabic and Disyllabic

   Nouns of some Ryukyuan Dialects.

MizuTANi Sizuo: An Approach to a System of Word Combination.

MiyAzi Yutaka: On the RelatiQnship between Auxiliary Words
   and their Rising Tone in Expressing QLuestions at the End of

   Sentences in Modern Japanese.

TAKAHAsi Tar6: The Noun-modifying System of Verbs.

MATuo Osamu: On the Wording "Ame wa huru hi."
YAMADA Iwao: On the Honorific Expression "O (go)-ni naru''

   in the Literature of the Early Meizi Period.

Irroyo Kiiti: A Study ot' the Grammar of the Hatizy6-zima Dia-

   lect.

SAiGA Hideo: On the Length of Word Combination -The Case
   of Chinese Borrowings Written in Two Characters Used in

   Cultural Revicws. .
NoMoTo Kikuo: Chinese Bori'owings in the Spoken Language.

YosizAwA Norio: Newly-coined Words and Words in Fashion after

   the War.
IsiwATA Tosio: On the Etymology of the Japanese Word Syabon

   (soap)."

ToKuGAwA Munemasa: A Dialect Geographical Study of Names

   for the "Praying Mantis."

KENBo Hidetosi: The Origin of the Term "Wakan Konk6bun."
TAKAHAsl Kazuo: On "Maise" Used in the Writings of Saint Nitiren.

HiRoHAMA Humio: On the 1604 Edition of Setuy6sya (Dictionary
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   of Chinesc Characters)
HAyAsi 6ki: Some Notes on the Form of Chincsc Charactcvs and

   a Tabie of their Form-components.

ARiGA Kenz6: The Simplification of Chinese Characters in Japan

   and in China-The Possibility of Their Accordance.

MuRAo Tutomu: I'roblems of Writing Reformation in China.

NAGANo Masaru: The Dcvelopment of thc Specch of InfanLs,
   Especially on thc Learning of Zyosi (Postpositions).

AsizAwA Setu: The Process of the Development of Writing Ability

   -Especially the Development of the Ability to Compose in the

   Same Child from thc First Grade to the Fourth Gradc.

MuRAisi Sy6z6: An Anaiysis of the Reading Process.

ZyOKO Kan'iti: A Reexamination of the Methods of Guidance in

   Oral Reading.

KosiMizu Minoru: Semantics and Languas.e Teaching.

   'rhe Second volume:

SuzuKi Sigeyuki: Tense of Verbs at the Ends of Sentences in

   Modern Japanese.

TAKAHAsi Tar6: The Noun-modifying System of Verbs (continued)

   -Location Modifiers and Condition Modifiers.

NEMoTo Kesao: Combinations of Nouns with "ga'' and Adjectives,

MiyAziMA Tatuo: On Some Grammatical Synonyms.
IsiwATA Tosio: An Experiment in Automatic Word Counting with

   Homonym Differentiation by the Use of a Computer.

SiNDb Sakiko: Kanaxuhai in the Early Meizi Period.

HiRoHAMA Humio: A Semantic Classification of Chinese Borrowings

   Which Combine with the Verb "Suru''.

SIBATA Takesi: The Methodology of Linguistic Geography and
   the Methodology of Language History.

ToKuGAwA Munemasa: On the Competition between the Standard

   Language and Dialects.

rvliyAzi Yutaka: An Interpretation of Honorifics in Modern

   Japanese.

NAGANo Masaru: On the Comprehension of Humor-A Study of

   ItsVerbalMeanings,SubstantialMeaningsandContexts. '
HAyAsi Sir6: On Criteria for Correct Expression in Translation.
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WATANABE Tomosuke: A Note on the Study of Linguistic Lil'e.
6KuBo Ai: A Study of the Forms of Q;uestions in a Child and

   Their Development.

AsizAwA Setu: The Process ofthe Development of Writing Ability

   (continued)-On the Characteristics of the Style in the Same

   Child's Compositions from the First Grade to the Sixth Grade.

MuRAisi Sy6z6: A Study of the Developmental Inter-relations of

   Eye-movement Skills in Reading.
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 1. Hatizy6-zima no Gengo-Ty6sa (A Linguistic Survey of the Island of

  Hatizy6) ."......."".......".."."".".."."6
2. Gengo-seikatu no Zittai (A Language Survey in Sirakawa City and

  in Neighboring Villages) .......................................... 7

 3. Gendaigo no Zyosi, Zyod6si (Bound Forms in Modern Japanese) .........21

4. Huzin-zassi no Y6go(Research on Vocabulary in Women's Magazines)...27

 5. Tiiki-syakai no Gengo-seikatu(A Language Survey in Turuoka City,

  Yamagata Prefecture) .......................................... 9
 6. Sy6nen to Sinbun (School Children and Newspaper) ...........................34

 7. Nyfimonki no Gengo-n6ryoku (The Language Ability of Children in

  the Pre-reading Period) ..........................................42
 8" Danwago no Zittai (Research in Colloquial Japanese)...........................I8

 9* Yomi no Zikkenteki Kenkya (Experimental Research into Reading

  Deficiencies) ...................................･......47
10. Teigakunen no Yomikaki-n6ryoku (The Language Ability of Children in
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11' Keigo to Keigo-isiki (A Socio-psychological Survey of Japanese Polite

  Forms) ....".".H"."..h...".v.."...".."10
l2",I3* S6g6-zassi no Y6go(Research on Vocabulary in Cultural Reviews)...28

l4. Tyfigakunen no Yomikaki-n6ryoku (The Language Ability of Children

  intheThirdandFourthGrades) ..........................................44

15. Meizi-syoki no Sinbun no Y6go (Study of the Vocabulary in a News-
  paper in the Early Years of the Meizi Period)..........................................32

16. Nihon H6gen no Kizyututeki Kenkyil (Descriptive Studies of Japanese

  Dialects) ".......".."......".."...".."."...12
17* K6gakunen no Yomikaki-n6ryoku (The Language Ability of Children in

  theFifthandSixthGrades) .".."......H.."......."."...".."...44
18. Hanasikotoba no Bunkei (l) (Sentence Patterns in Spoken Japanese,

  PartI-OnMaterialsinConversation) ..........................................19

19. S6g6-zassi no Y6zi (The Use of Written Forms in Japanese Cultural

  Reviews) ......,...........,............････.......29
20. D6ongo no Kenkyfi (Japanese Homonyms and their Problems) ............22

21,22. Gendai-zassi 90-syu no Y6go, Y6zi (Vocabulary and Chinese Characters

  in Ninety Magazines of Today) (Volume I-General Description and Frequency

  Tables of Words, Volume II-Frequency Tables of Chinese Characters) ...30

23. Hanasikotoba no Bunkei (2) (Sentence Patterns in Spoken Japanese,

  PartII-OnMaterialsinSpeech) ..........................................20

24.･ Yokogumi no Zikei ni kansuru Kenkya (A Study of the Form of Charac-
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  in Ninety Magazine of Today) (Volume III-Analyses of the Results) ......30
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  Language Use) ..........................................13
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